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Abstract
Background: The current prevalence of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) in developed countries is so high that it is clear an epidemic of AD

is occurring. There are two important facts about this epidemic that point to the likely cause. The first is it is occurring in developed
countries only. The second is the epidemic is relatively new, developing after 1900. These two facts point to the likely cause being an

environmental change occurring in developed countries after 1900. After carefully reviewing the evidence for and against possible
causative environmental agents or factors in a previous publication, we identified ingestion of divalent copper specifically, and total
copper generally, as the causative agents.

Methods and Results: The evidence incriminating ingestion of divalent copper, first involves AD animal studies, in which tiny

amounts of divalent copper added to the animals’ drinking water greatly enhanced AD. The EPA allows ten times more copper in US

human drinking water than used in the animals. US human drinking water samples with high copper levels, are very common. Copper

plumbing use increased dramatically in the 1900s. The curves of AD prevalence and copper plumbing use match each other closely.
In human’s ingestion of divalent copper containing supplement pills is associated with cognition loss at six times the rate in other

groups. Food copper is mostly monovalent copper. Thus, humans evolved ingesting primarily monovalent copper, and developed safe
ways of handling and channeling monovalent, but not divalent copper.

A mild increase in body copper load is also a risk factor for AD. Copper is much better absorbed from meat than from vegetable foods.
There is good evidence that meat eating increased sharply in the 1900’s in developed countries, thus probably increasing body copper load.

Conclusion: It is clear that increased ingestion of divalent copper is a major causative factor in the AD epidemic. Thus, up to 95% of
AD cases in developed countries can be prevented by not using copper supplement pills, and by testing drinking water for copper
levels. If the latter is over 0.01 parts per million, a copper removal device should be placed on the drinking/cooking water tap. Cutting
down on meat eating will also likely help in preventing AD.
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Introduction

There is little question that Alzheimer’s disease (AD), is a major

scourge of our time. By robbing us of our memories, and our thinking ability, it removes what makes us human. We remain alive, but

become more and more like pet animals, requiring 24/7 care. There

are many other bad diseases, and while they may maim and may be

painful, they don’t rob us of our cognition and what makes us human, at least not in the huge numbers that AD does.

Speaking of the numbers that AD is afflicting, about 15% of us

that reach age 67 to 74, and 44% of those age 75 to 84 develop
AD [1]. These numbers mean the prevalence of AD has reached
epidemic proportions. And there are two very interesting and
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important epidemiologic and historical facts about this epidemic

agents, introduced after 1900 in developed but not undeveloped

countries have a low prevalence of AD amongst their elderly. For

be possible to eliminate the agent or agents and quell the epidemic

that most people don’t realize. First, the epidemiologic fact: The

epidemic of AD only involves developed countries. Undeveloped
example, in India, AD prevalence is 1.07% in those 65 and older

[2]. In Nigeria, Africa, the prevalence of AD in those aged 65 to 74
is 0.52%, and in those aged 75 to 84, it is 1.69% [3]. Now the his-

countries, is causing the AD epidemic. And this conclusion is im-

portant because if this agent or agents can be identified, it should
of this terrible scourge.

A number of agents, and even life style changes, have been put

torical fact: The epidemic is new, in the sense that it has occurred

forward as an environmental cause of AD. The author has written

important medical scientists involved with the brain and publish-

To be considered a likely cause of the AD epidemic, an agent or oth-

since 1900. The evidence is strong that before 1900, the prevalence
of AD was quite low in developed countries. As evidence of this,

ing in the late 1800s and early 1900s did not discuss a disease like
AD. For example, Gowers [4] wrote a textbook of Neurology and

discussed no such disease. Osler [5] wrote a series of books gathering all medical information together, including an entire volume on
the brain, and there was no mention of a disease like AD. Freud [6]

published extensively on brain abnormalities manifested as vari-

ous types of psychological symptoms and did not mention a disease
like AD. Boyd [7] wrote a textbook of pathology, and there was no

mention of amyloid plaques and neurofibrillary tangles, hallmarks
of AD pathology, in the brains at autopsy.

Faced with these facts, some have argued that since AD is a dis-

ease of aging, there were simply not enough elderly people in the

period around 1900 to manifest the disease. But this argument is

a book on this topic [10]. One chapter was dedicated to examining
the evidence for these various putative causes of the AD epidemic.

er proposed cause had to pass two tests. One test was that exposure to the agent, or other proposed cause, had to fit the epidemiological and historical facts of the epidemic. That is the exposure

had to dramatically change after the 1900s in developed countries
but not in undeveloped countries. Second, the proposed agent or

other cause had to have a rational pathophysiological mechanism
by which it could cause AD.

After weighing all the evidence, two agents passed these tests

[10]. One was increased ingestion of divalent copper (which for
convenience will be referred to as copper 2 from here on).

The second was increased ingestion of total copper. These two

topics will now be taken up separately.

invalidated simply by looking at census data. In 1900 the US census

Copper 2 ingestion as a cause of the AD epidemic

France in 1911 [8] there were 255,000 people aged 65 to 75, and

that tiny amounts (0.12 parts per million or ppm) of copper added

shows there were over 3 million people aged 60 and over, plenty of
people to manifest the disease if it were present at today’s rate. In

115,000 people aged 75 to 85, again providing many patients if the
disease had a high prevalence like now.

A second argument is that since the disease AD wasn’t recog-

nized and named until 1907 [9], people didn’t recognize AD as a
separate disease, but simply attributed AD patients as manifesting
normal aging of the brain. While this conceivably could account for

clinicians, such as Gower, Osler, and Freud, missing the disease, although it seems unlikely because of their comprehensive work and

thoroughness, it would not account for pathologists such as Boyd

not seeing amyloid plaques and neurofibrillary tangles in brains at
autopsy.

Given the above, it seems clear the two historical and epide-

miological facts are valid. These facts are important, because the
most likely explanation for them is that an environmental agent or

In 2003, Sparks and Schreurs [11], published a paper showing

to the drinking water of a rabbit model of AD greatly enhanced the
amyloid plaques in the brain, and damaged the animals’ memo-

ries. The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) allows 1.3 ppm
copper in human drinking water in the US [12], ten times the

amount shown toxic in the animal model studies. The finding that

tiny amounts of copper greatly enhances AD in animal models has
been shown in several AD animal models besides the rabbit [13]
and has also been confirmed in another laboratory [14]. Then, in
2006, Morris., et al. [15] published a paper on the intake of various

nutrients and their relationship to cognition loss over a period of
several years in a large Chicago population. They found that those
in the highest quintile of copper intake, and they were there be-

cause of ingestion of a copper-containing supplement pill, if they

also at a high fat diet as many do these days in developed countries,
lost cognition at six times the rate of other groups!
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What do the AD animal model studies [11] and the Morris., et

because those levels haven’t been studied. The likelihood of copper

both involve ingesting copper 2. And why is ingesting copper 2 of

developed countries. The AD prevalence gradually increased in the

al. [15] studies have in common? Yes, they both involve copper,

but beyond that, they involve a special form of copper, that is they

great note? Because a 2014 study of copper speciation in food indi-

cates that copper in food is almost all monovalent copper (copper
1) [16]. This is a bit surprising because copper 1 and copper 2 in
living tissue work as a redox doublet, catalyzing many important

reactions important in life. But apparently, at death or harvest, in

the absence of oxygen transport, most of the copper 2 is reduced to

copper 1. Knowing that copper in food is primarily copper 1 is very
important, because it means that our ancestors evolved ingesting
primarily copper 1 and weren’t exposed to copper 2.

Free copper is a very toxic element and has to be kept carefully

bound. The fact that during evolution we were exposed to copper
1 (but not copper 2) explains why we have evolved a very careful

system for safely channeling copper1, but not copper2. For example, the intestinal cell has a copper receptor, Ctr1 [17], but Ctr1 will

only accept copper 1 and not copper 2. As a result, after absorption,
copper 1 is channeled to the liver, where it is attached to appropri-

ate proteins. In contrast, a significant proportion of ingested copper 2 is absorbed directly into the blood, and some ends up in the

brain and is toxic to cognition over a period of time. This difference

2 causing the AD epidemic is increased by comparing the epidemic
of AD temporally to the “epidemic” of use of copper plumbing in

early 1900s, and then after 1950, increased explosively to today’s
prevalence. The use of copper plumbing started in the early 1900s,

was curtailed by two world wars, and then exploded after 1950 so

that now over 90% of US homes have copper plumbing [20]. The
two prevalences, AD and the use of copper plumbing, are remarkably similar over time.

An interesting and very supportive fact about copper plumbing

being an important factor in AD causation can be found in considering the Japanese. Japan is a developed nation with a low prevalence

of AD [21], and they have shunned the use of copper plumbing for
fear of toxicity. Yet, when Japanese migrate to Hawaii, where copper
plumbing is used, their prevalence of AD increases to that of other
developed countries [22].

In addition to drinking water leaching copper 2 from copper

plumbing as a source of copper 2, ingestion in the 1900s, it became
common for people in developed countries to take a multi-mineral

supplement pill containing copper. This copper is also all copper 2,
and we know from the Morris., et al. [15] studies that this type of

in absorption patterns can be seen in radiolabeling studies. If food

ingested copper is associated with rapid cognition loss.

copper in the blood will all be safely bound to proteins secreted

causative agent of the AD epidemic fulfills the first test we listed,

istered dose appears in the blood in 1-2 hours [18], much too fast

copper 2 occurred in the 1900s, but only in developed countries,

copper (which is copper 1) is radiolabeled before ingestion, none
of the label will appear in the blood until 1-2 days, and the labeled

by the liver. In contrast, when radiolabeled copper is ingested as a

simple salt (meaning it is copper2) upwards of 50% of the adminto be processed by the liver.

So, we know copper 2 is not channeled safely, but next, does it

pass the two tests of causing the AD epidemic? The first test is ap-

propriate exposure in developed countries but not undeveloped

From the above evidence we can conclude that copper 2 as a

that is, due to copper 2 in drinking water and from copper 2 containing supplement pills, exposure to ingestion of considerable

not undeveloped countries. But what about the second test, is there

a rational pathophysiological mechanism for copper 2 to cause AD?
The answer is, yes there is.

The plaques in the brains of AD patients are composed of aggre-

countries after 1900. What immediately comes to mind is the use

gated Aβ, which is a small protein cleaved from the larger amyloid

question is yes, using the AD animal model studies as a guide to

at higher levels and aggregates into amyloid plaques. These amy-

of copper plumbing, but does copper plumbing leach enough cop-

per 2 into human drinking water to cause AD? The answer to this
how much copper in drinking water is required to cause AD. A

study [19] of copper content in 280 drinking water samples from
all over N. America revealed that about 1/3 of the samples had
copper content at or above the 0.1 ppm level found toxic in animal

models, about 1/3 were below 0.01 ppm and are deemed as safe,
and 1/3 are between 0.1 and 0.01 ppm and are of unknown safety

precursor protein. Aβ, as such is a soluble protein that is present
at low levels in the normal brain. In the AD brain it accumulates

loid plaques are neurotoxic [23], and are thought to be critically
involved in the pathogeneses of AD. What causes the Aβ to aggregate in the AD brain? It turns out copper 2 causes “dramatic ag-

gregation of Aβ, particularly under conditions of “physiological

acidosis” [24]. This mild acidosis can be caused by inflammation,

for example as induced by oxidative damage. The neurotoxicity of
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amyloid plaques is one of producing oxidative damage due to re-

the risk of mild cognitively impaired (MCI) patients, the precur-

causes oxidative damage, inflammation, and more acidosis, which

to AD pathogenesis, and indicates that, at least in some patients,

lease of H2O2, which results from copper 2 binding to the plaques

[23]. Thus, a vicious cycle, copper 2 causes Aβ aggregation, which
produces more copper 2 Aβ aggregation.

A second mechanism of copper 2 causation of neurotoxicity in

AD has recently been proposed [25]. It was noted that the insoluble

Aβ plaques in the brains of AD patients contained high concentrations of advanced glycation end-products (AGEs). It was shown that

glycation of Aβ with sugars generates significant amounts of superoxide anion, which in the presence of copper 2, is converted to hydroxyl radical, which causes oxidative damage, including DNA dam-

age [25]. It was shown that all three components in AD plaques,
Aβ, sugar, and copper 2 are necessary to produce oxidative damage

[25]. Thus, it is clear that there are pathophysiological mechanisms
of oxidative damage and brain inflammation, hallmarks of the AD
brain, intimately involving a critical role for copper 2.

Increased body copper load, irrespective of copper valence, as
a second cause of the AD epidemic
Total body copper loading as a factor in AD derives primarily

from the studies of the Squitti group in Italy, First, they have shown

the blood free copper level is elevated in AD [26]. The copper in
blood can be thought of as in two pools. 85-90% of blood copper

is safely and covalently bound in ceruloplasmin (Cp). The second
smaller pool is copper loosely bound to albumin and other mole-

cules and is the freely available copper to fill the body’s daily needs
for copper. This smaller pool is called “free copper”, but it is not really free, just more loosely bound. If the free copper pool becomes

increased, as it is greatly increased in untreated Wilson’s disease,
the copper becomes toxic. Thus, it is very significant to find this

pool increased in AD [26], although it is not nearly increased as
much as it is in untreated Wilson’s disease.

The Squitti group has done additional work that ties the free

copper levels in AD to the pathogenesis of the disease. They have
shown that the free copper levels correlate with cognition scores in
AD, that is the higher the free copper levels, the lower the cognition
scores [27].

Then, they have shown that the level of free copper predicts

the rate of cognition loss over time, that is, the higher the level of

free copper, the greater the rate of cognition loss [28]. Lastly, they
have shown that the higher the blood free copper level, the greater

sor state to AD, to convert to full blown AD [29]. All these pieces
of data of the Squitti group tie the free copper levels very closely
AD is a disease of copper toxicity. Of course, this work ignores copper valence, so it just indicates that copper toxicity, irrespective of
valence, is playing a role in AD.

The Squitti group have done additional work which sheds light

on the situation. They have found that there is an increased preva-

lence of ATP7β mutant genes in the AD patient population [30].

This means that possessing an ATP7B mutant gene increases the
risk of having AD. The ATP7β gene is the Wilson’s disease gene.

Wilson’s disease, a disease of severe copper toxicity, is recessive,
meaning that both copies of ATP7β have to be disabled to cause the
disease. But studies of Wilson’s disease families have revealed that

heterozygous carriers of one copy of a disabled ATP7β gene have

a mild increase in body copper loading, as manifested by a mild
increase in liver and urine copper. Assuming the patients with an

ATP7B mutant allele the Squitti., et al. [30] group find at increased

prevalence in the AD population also have an increased body copper load, this means a mild increased body copper load is a risk

factor for AD. This then raises the question, is there any way a mild

increase in body copper load could be a factor in causing the AD
epidemic? Of course, it couldn’t be a change in the prevalence of
ATP7B mutant genes, because these prevalences don’t change as

quickly as would be necessary to be a factor in the AD epidemic.
But, is there some other mechanism whereby a mild increase in
body copper loading could play a role in the sudden explosion of
the AD epidemic in the 1900’s?

The answer is yes, and it lies in dietary changes resulting in in-

creased meat eating in the 1900s in developed countries.

It is estimated that there is about 50% more copper absorbed

from meat than from an equal amount of vegetable foods [31].
This is because copper in meat is much more bioavailable than

from vegetable foods, due to the high content of phytate, fiber, and
other copper binding substances, in vegetable foods. As a result of

greater use of meat animal food lots in developed countries, and
increasing poultry consumption, it is estimated in the 1900s that

meat consumption increased by 35% in the US [32,33]. Thus, the

increased meat eating in the 1900s, resulting in a mild body copper
load, has probably also contributed to the AD epidemic.
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Preventive Measures to Take to Cause Abatement of the AD
Epidemic
If we can abate the AD epidemic it should eliminate about 95%

of the cases of AD. That number comes from assuming that the current prevalence of AD in developed countries is about 20%, and

that the baseline prevalence, in the absence of the epidemic, is
about 1%, as it is currently in undeveloped countries. Thus abating

19% out of 20%, or 19/20, is abating 95% of the cases. This would

be a major accomplishment and save a huge amount of misery in

58

it involves a change in lifestyle. It may be less important than the

copper 2 preventive measures, based on the Japanese experience.
In that case, moving from Japan, and low copper 2 ingestion due

to lack of copper plumbing, to Hawaii with a higher copper ingestion, made all the difference. It seems unlikely that the diet changed
enough to affect meat ingestion and body copper loading.
Conclusion

In conclusion, we have first discussed that developed countries

terms of having to live a partially meaningless life, caregiving time,

have an epidemic of AD with a very high prevalence of the disease,

this mission by carrying out the two preventive measures listed

tries is relatively new, developing in the 1900s. We have empha-

and money, so it is very important to do it if possible. If the pro-

posal here is correct, it should be straightforward to accomplish
below. What is the likelihood the two causative mechanisms pro-

posed here, copper 2 ingestion and increased body copper loading
from increased meat eating, are correct? The likelihood seems very
high, given the totality of the evidence. Given this situation, it seems

very wise to seize on the preventive measures presented below, because of the very favorable odds that it will result in preventing this
scourge of a disease, and the preventive measures are not that difficult or onerous.

The first preventive measure is to throw away, or not buy in the

first place, any multi-mineral supplement pill, because they all con-

tain copper 2. There is a company (Mito Synergy) that now makes
copper 1 supplement pills for those who must take copper supplements because of certain diseases.

The second measure is to check the copper content of the house-

hold drinking water. There are many companies that offer this ser-

vice. This should be done even if copper plumbing is not in use,
because in some areas the source water is high in copper. if the level

is 0.01 ppm or lower, it is safe. If it is higher than that, the copper
plumbing doesn’t have to be removed. Simply add a copper removal
device, such as a reverse osmosis device, to the tap used for drinking and cooking water.

These two measures will take care of excess copper 2 ingestion.

As for increased body copper loading due to meet eating, it is not

certain how much to reduce meat eating to obtain the desired re-

sult, but a 50% reduction could be a reasonable estimate. This level

of meat reduction could be a very healthy move anyway, because
according to Sinha., et al. [34], a 50% reduction in meat eating

would reduce overall mortality by 42%. Of course, of all the preventive measures, a reduction in meat eating is by far the hardest since

while undeveloped countries have a low prevalence of around 1%.

Second, we have shown that the AD epidemic in developed counsized how important these two facts are in trying to determine
the cause of the epidemic, namely they point to an environmental

factor or factors with exposure in developed countries only occurring in the 1900s. In a previous publication [10], we have exhaustively reviewed data and information about possible environmen-

tal agents that could cause the epidemic and determined that two
possibilities stand out. One is exposure to divalent copper, here

called copper2. It was pointed out that food copper is primarily
monovalent copper, and thus evolution caused development of
ways to handle potentially toxic copper, but only for monovalent

but not divalent copper. Humans began to be exposed to much divalent copper for the first time with the advent of copper plumb-

ing, but in developed countries only. Copper plumbing began to be

used in the early 1900s and increased rapidly after 1950, so that
now 90% of US homes have copper plumbing. It has been shown

that enough copper is leached from copper plumbing to cause
AD, according to AD animal model studies, which show that tiny
amounts of divalent copper in drinking water causes severe AD.

The increasing prevalence of use of copper plumbing in the 1900s
closely parallels, timewise, the increasing prevalence of AD. It has
also been shown that ingestion by humans of copper supplement

pills in which the copper is always divalent copper, is associated
with rapid loss of cognition, leading to the conclusion that the com-

mon practice of ingesting multimineral supplement pills, which always contain copper, is another factor in the AD epidemic.

The second agent possibly contributing to the epidemic is in-

creased ingestion of total copper, irrespective of valence, due to
increased meat eating in the 1900s in developed countries. Copper
is much better absorbed from meat than from vegetable foods, and

this may cause a mild increase in total body copper loading. There

is evidence that a mild increase in body copper loading is a risk
factor for AD.
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If the agents proposed here as causing the epidemic are correct,

95% of AD cases, those that are part of the AD epidemic, can be prevented by avoiding ingestion of divalent copper, and reducing meat
eating. Divalent copper should now be viewed as a toxic element.
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